
Abstract. The current status of ultrahigh energy diffractive
collisions is presented. The Gribov total cross section univers-
ality is discussed in terms of the profile and K-matrix functions
in impact parameter space.
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1. Introduction

More than 40 years ago, in 1973,Gribov predicted in paper [1]
the universality of all hadron cross sections:

stot�pp� :stot�pp� :stot�pp� � 1 :1 :1 when
��
s
p !1 : �1�

In those days, the data at energies of 50±500 GeV [2±4]
pointed to another result (the Levin±Frankfurt relationship
[5]):

stot�pp� :stot�pp� :stot�pp� ' 9 :6 :4 :

The situation changed later, when ISR (Intersecting Storage
Rings) data [6±10] became available and unambiguously
revealed that the total cross sections stot increase with the
collision energy

��
s
p

. This implied the existence of gluon (or
glueball) parton clouds as the sources of enhancement of the
total cross sections. Modern data obtained at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [11±14] and cosmic ray data [15] are
consistent with such a picture. At moderately high energies,
valence quarks, which are the original source of the formation
of parton clouds, provide total cross sections proportional to

the number of colliding quarks [5]. As the energy increases,
the parton densities also increase, as do the dimensions of the
clouds. At LHC energies, the parton clouds start to overlap,
which leads to the appearance of a black spot in the profile
function (Fig. 1). As a result, not only must the total cross
sections undergo changes, but the rearrangement of parton
clouds due to an increase in energy must also lead to a change
in particle production cross sections; such transformations of
spectra in the region of fragmentation production are
discussed in Refs [16, 17].

The appearance of a black spot in the profile function
at LHC energies has been discussed and commented on in
a great number of papers devoted to the increase in total
cross sections at ultrahigh energies (see Refs [18±24] and
references cited therein). The black disk mode corresponds
to incoherent interaction among the partons of colliding
hadrons.
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Figure 1. Form of profile functions in impact parameter space for mesons

and protons and their transformations with an increase in energy.

(a, d) Parton clouds at moderately high energiesÐ the picture is consis-

tent with the Levin±Frankfurt additive model [5]. (b, e) The parton cloud

picture at LHC energies, when partial overlapping of clouds takes place

and a `black spot' appears. (c, f) The picture in the region of cosmic ray

energiesÐuniversal black disks have formed.



2. Asymptotic black disk mode

If the asymptotic mode is realized as the black disk mode,
then the behavior of hadron cross sections at ultrahigh
energies is predicted by their behavior in the pre-asymptotic
region and by restrictions imposed by amplitude unitarity and
analyticity conditions. Such a model was proposed by
Dakhno and Nikonov [25]. The Dakhno±Nikonov model
takes into consideration the quark structure of hadrons, the
gluon nature of t-channel interactions, and color screening
effects in collisions. The model may be considered as an
extension of the Good±Walker eikonal approximation [26] to
a continual number of channels. Application of themodel [25]
to the region of asymptotic energies has been performed in
Refs [22, 23].

The growth of total cross sections in the black diskmode is
illustrated in Fig. 2a for stot�pp�, stot�pp�, and stot�pp�.
Relationship (1) is seen to be fulfilled with a 15% accuracy
at

��
s
p � 1015 GeV. For comparison, Fig. 2b presents proton±

proton characteristics that in the black disk mode case are
related as follows:

1

2
stot�pp� :sel�pp� :sel�pp� � 2sD�p��pp� � 1 :1 :1 ;

such a relationship is fulfilled with a 15% accuracy at
significantly lower energies,

��
s
p � 107 GeV. This means

that the behavior of total cross sections becomes universal
at energies at which the lateral dimensions of parton clouds
are significantly greater than the dimensions of static
hadrons.

The asymptotic growth of the parton disk is determined
by parameters of the leading t-channel singularity: the
pomeron intercept, a�0� � 1� D, where D ' 0:25ÿ0:300,
and the slope of the pomeron trajectory a 0P. The leading
pomeron is formed by the effective gluons (G), which have a
large mass mG � 700ÿ1000 MeV [29, 30]. The slope para-
meter of the pomeron trajectory is small, a 0P ' �0:13 ±
0:25� GeVÿ2 � 1=�4m 2

G�, which corresponds to a heavy
pomeron (Gribov [31]). These characteristics of the leading

pomeron yield a value of Rblack disk ' 2
��������
Da 0P

p
ln s for the

black disk radius, where 2
��������
Da 0P

p ' 0:08 fm [22, 23].
Unitarization of the scattering amplitude in the s-channel

suppresses the strong pomeron singularity, transforming it
into a multipomeron one. Thus, we observe here an intersec-
tion of the problems of the gluon composition of the t-channel
exchange at ultrahigh energies and of the physics of gluon
statesÐglueballs. At present, glueball states are actively
being discussed (see, for instance, Refs [32±34] and references
cited therein). Studies of glueball states and of states with rich
gluon components, such as the s-meson, are quite informa-
tive for investigating the confinement singularity [35, 36]. The
large mass of the soft effective gluon and the slow growth of
the black disk radius at ultrahigh energies turn out to be
mutually related phenomena.

3. Profile function of scattering amplitude
in impact parameter space
and the K-matrix representation

The black disk mode is usually discussed in terms of the
profile function and optical density; in considering other
asymptotic modes, it happens to be quite convenient to take
advantage of the K-matrix representation of the scattering
amplitude. At high energies, the profile function in the impact
parameter representation, T�b�, is expressed as

stot � 2

�
d2bT�b� ;

Ael�q 2
?�� i

�
d2b exp �ibq?�T�b� ; 4p

dsel
dq 2
?
� ��Ael�q 2

?�
��2 ;
�2�

T�b��1ÿ Z�b� exp ÿ2id�b���1ÿ exp

�
ÿ 1

2
w�b�

�
� ÿ2iK�b�

1ÿ iK�b� ;

where Ael�q 2
?� is the elastic scattering amplitude. The profile

function can be represented either in the standard form,
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Figure 2. (a) Total cross sections stot�pp� (solid curve), stot�pp� (dashed curve), and stot�pp� (dotted curve) in the black disk mode. Experimental data:

squares (pp)Ð [11], circles (pp)Ð [27], triangles (pp)Ð [28]. (b) Proton±proton collisions: �1=2�stot�pp� (solid curve), sel�pp� � 2sD�p��pp� (dotted
curve), and sel�pp� (dashed curve). In the case of �1=2�stot�pp� and sel�pp�, the circles represent experimental data [6±11, 15]; the calculated curves are

taken from Refs [22, 23].
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applying the inelasticity parameter Z�b� and the phase shift
d�b�, or in terms of the optical density w�b� and the K-matrix
function K�b�. The K-matrix approximation is based on
extraction of the elastic rescatterings in the intermediate
states of the amplitude; therefore, function K�b� only
contains multiparticle states, thus being a complex quantity.
The fact that quantity ReAel=ImAel is small at high energies
tells us that function K�b� is dominantly imaginary.

Figures 3a and 4a plot the profile functionT�b� and theK-
matrix function ÿiK�b� for pp collisions in the black disk
mode. In the region of pre-asymptotic energies,

��
s
p

4 1 TeV,
function ÿiK�b� increases with energy and is concentrated
around b < 1 fm. In the case of ultrahigh energies, the black
disk mode signifies `freezing' of the K-matrix function,
ÿiK�b� ! 1, in the disk region.

However, the black disk mode does not bring the total
cross sections up to their maximum values; the maximum

total cross sections are realized when ÿiK�b� ! 1 and
T�b� ! 2 [37±39].

4. Asymptotic resonant disk mode

If ÿiK�b� continues to increase with energy, then the
interaction region will transform into a resonant disk. The
profile function T�b� and the K-matrix function ÿiK�b� for a
resonant disk are plotted in Figs 3b, 4b. In this case, we
observe an asymptotic growth:

stot�pp�� ln2 s ; sel�pp�� ln2 s ;

�
sel�pp�
stot�pp�

�
s!1
!1

(Fig. 5). The resonant disk region is surrounded by a black
ring (Fig. 6), which leads to relatively slow growth of the
inelastic cross sections: sinel�pp� � ln s, sD�pp� � ln s,
sDD�pp� � ln s.
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Figure 3. Profile functions T�b� at ��
s
p � 1; 10; 102; :::; 109 TeV for (a) the black disk mode: T�b� ! 1 [23], and (b) the resonant disk mode: T�b� ! 2 [39].

The profile functions in both modes are approximately equal to each other at
��
s
p � 1ÿ10 TeV.
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Figure 4.K-matrix functionÿiK�b� calculated at energies ��
s
p � 1ÿ109 TeV for (a) black disk mode (�ÿiK�b��ln s!1 ! 1 for b < R0 ln s), and (b) resonant

disk mode (�ÿiK�b��ln s!1 ! 1 for b < R0 ln s). (Taken from Ref. [39].)
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It is clearly seen that a description of experimental data at��
s
p � 1ÿ10 TeV (see Fig. 5) is not sensitive to the choice of
disk version, the initial stages in the growth of cross sections
being quite similar in both modes. The differences are
noticeable at

��
s
p � 103ÿ104 TeV.

Indeed, at energies of
��
s
p � 10 TeV the black cloud fills up

the static hadron region, b4 1 fm, and this takes place in
both modes (see Figs 3, 4): the profile functions T�b�
practically coincide, as do ÿiK�b�. Respectively, the cross
sections stot, sel, and sinel also coincide (see Fig. 5).

Differences turn out to be noticeable at
��
s
p �1000 TeV: in

the region of such energiesT�b� ' 1:5 for b90:5 fm, while the
black zone shifts into the region of b ' 1:0ÿ1:5 fm (Fig. 3b).
With a further increase in energy, the radius of the black belt
increases as 2

��������
Da 0
p

ln s. A picture of a parton cloud in the
resonant disk mode is displayed in Fig. 6.

The growth rate of cross sections in both modes is
determined by leading singularities, and fitting experimental
data at

��
s
p � 1ÿ10 TeV yields approximately identical values

for D and a 0 in both modes, thus resulting in identical disk
radii: Rblack disk ' Rresonant disk.

The late onset of the resonant disk mode underlines the
importance of experiments with cosmic rays.

5. Conclusion.
Gribov universality of cross sections

The interaction of soft gluons underlies the physics of
hadrons. Effective gluons are massive: their mass is on the
order of 1 GeV, which follows directly from data on the
radiative decays of heavy quarkonia [29, 30],
c! g� hadrons; and U! g� hadrons. The effective
gluon mass is determinative both for low-energy physics
(having made it possible to introduce the concept of a
constituent quark) and in high-energy physics (having set
the rate at which the interaction radius increases). High-
energy physics is a physics of large logarithms, ln�s=s0�4 1,
and the quantity

����
s0
p � meffective gluon determines the onset of

the asymptotic mode at
��
s
p � 1 TeV. However, character-

istics such as stot, sel, and sinel measured in the pre-asymptotic
region differ weakly, so their behavior at LHC energies does
not permit us to identify the mode of the asymptotics. Real
differences are seen at

��
s
p � 103ÿ104 TeV.

Parton disks determine the physics of collisions at
ultrahigh energies; the disks are universal for different types
of hadrons. Precisely this leads to both total, stot, and
diffraction cross sections being universal. Although the
mode of the asymptotics has still not been revealed, it can be
said with certainty that, whatever the asymptotics, the
universality of cross sections holds valid (Gribov [1]).

The data of cosmic ray collisions contain information that
may permit the character of the asymptotic mode to be
determines. Inelastic diffraction processes differ greatly in
different modes [40, 41], and studying them may provide a
chance to pave the way towards resolving the problem.
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